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vNde ihr{my o{fm!
Aaàval izlatlm!. vNde.

y}eñraicRt izvg[ ÉUim>
Aaidvaiskul mi[ÖIp ÉUim>,
sSyivÉUi;t vnSpit ÉUim>

mand{fev iSwt %lurU ÉUim>.

xaTvE;ixyut ;ó(apg ÉUim>
Aakaeiqkaezm&g jIivt ÉUim>,
ibNdusuicÇe laekan!iciÇt ÉUim>
nadva*e `kar< zaeidt ÉUim>.

rTnakreiSwt d]sTv ÉUim>
v[Rsrsayut àzaNt ÉUim>,
ÉUmra¼ nEpu{y vIra;R ÉUim>

rajïI ivnt nIlacl ÉUim>.
(ihmigir ÉUim>)

fa. mIna]I ïIinvasn!

Ode to Australia
Australia is also known as the ‘HiraNmaya Khanda’ meaning, its tectonic plates are made of gold and coral reefs. This land is 
also known as the ‘manidweep bhoomi’ implying “the land of Jems”. Various varieties of pearls, zirconia, opals and other  
precious stones are found in abundance here. A plethora of flora rich in medicinal value is also found on this land.  
Approximately, sixty rivers flow through this country. Water flowing in these rivers is impregnated with metals and alloys. 
This place was home to a large species of marsupials, of which a few such as Kangaroos, Wallabies and Koalas can still be 
seen in the wild. 

Indigenous inhabitants of this land revere the five elements and venerate fire (Agni) ‘yagneeshwara’ understanding its 
importance for mankind and hence are called Shivaganas. Through dot paintings they depict various states of mind. These 
paintings are a spiritual representation of the mother earth on a higher plane. The Indigenous people have created their 
own vocal instrument called Didgeridoo that reverberates OmKara and are experts in the use of a specialised weapon called 
Boomerang.  Uluru, a sacred place in this land is also the normative icon of this country.  This is a stable land in the middle of 
the vast ocean affluent with rich minerals, diverse flora and fauna. 

The rich exuberance of colours , red at the centre Uluru, white on the peaks of Snowy Mountains, blue on the Mountains, 
colourful extravagance of the Reef and top end bordered  by the green oceans, makes this land an abode of peace and 
serenity. 

I salute this great country with its plethora of colours, natural resources, flora, fauna, art, culture and people.

Commentary: 

© 2010  School of Vedic Sciences (Aus) Inc
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  Principal’s Message

              

Editorial
It is our great pleasure to present the first edition of our school magazine - ‘mexa’ (Medhā) meaning ‘intellectual knowledge’. 
A humble attempt has been made to express our thoughts and ideas before our noble readers.

We hope that Medhā will give you an insight into the minds of our students and that you will appreciate their sincere efforts 
in enriching our cultural heritage. We also hope that Medhā will realize its objective by becoming a platform for the cultural 
thoughts and expressions of students, teachers and parents of Sydney Sanskrit School.

We take this opportunity to express our gratitude to the management of Marsden Public school , Liverpool for  
allowing us to run our sessions in the school premises. We would also like to acknowledge the immense support provided by  
NSW Community Languages School Program, Department of Education and Training, NSW. 

We are highly indebted to our aspiring students and their parents, staff, philanthropic public, advertisers and the school   
committee for supporting us in our endeavor to preserve this great linguistic heritage.  

                               Lakshmi Satyanarayana & Sundar Rajan

                     Publications Committee  
                                                                                                     

          २०१०    subhāṣitam 2010 
                                            

                                                १  
dānena pāṇirna tu kaṅkaṇena snānena śuddhirna tu candanena 

mānena tṛptirna tu bhojanena jñānena muktirna tu muṇḍanena || 1 || 
 
 Meaning : Bestowal makes a hand (graceful), not bracelets; ablution purifies, not sandal 
paste; contentment comes from character, not food; absolution comes from knowledge, not 
from shaving the head.  
Commentary: Giving charity is a better adornment to a hand than beautiful shiny bangles. 
Nice perfumes or smearing sandal won't do a good job of cleansing, a bath is essential for 
that. Food wont satiate the soul but integrity will. Mere chanting of mantras and worshiping 
will not bring salvation. True knowledge that removes the ignorance (about our very 
existence) is required to liberate the soul.The misnomers about adornments are thus put to 
rest.  

 

                                     

                                २  
kākā āhvayate kākān yācako na tu yācakān 

kākayācakayormadhye varaṁ kāko na yācakaḥ || 2 || 
 
 Meaning : Crows call other crows, but a cadger (beggar) never other cadgers. Between a 
crow and a cadger, a crow is a better choice, not a cadger.  
Commentary: When a crow finds a scrap of food, it makes a lot of noise and draws the 
attention of all other crows to the food. Obviously when other crows come, the food gets 
shared amongst all of them. The crow happily shares his find and is satisfied with whatever 
comes to his share. Unlike the crow, when a scrounger asks for favors from others, he tries 
to dodge and deflect other such cadgers, so that he can get the maximum benefit. He wants 
to get as much from the giver and keep it all for himself! If one has to compare between a 
crow and a cadger, isn't a crow much better?  
Being human, having better brains, he puts it to use in devious manipulative ways. But a 
bird, with a 'bird brain' (pun intended :), has a larger heart! There is no delight in owning 
anything that is unshared! All for one, one for all - is the principle. 
 
 
 
 

Commentary: Giving charity is a better adornment 
to a hand than beautiful shiny bangles. Nice per-
fumes or smearing sandal won’t do a good job of 
cleansing, a bath is essential for that. Food wont sati-
ate the soul but integrity will. Mere chanting of man-
tras and worshiping will not bring salvation. True 
knowledge that removes the ignorance (about our 
very existence) is required to liberate the soul.The 
misnomers about adornments are thus put to rest.

I welcome you to read the first edition of our school magazine ‘mexa’ (Medhā), meaning ‘intellectual knowledge’.  In presenting 
this magazine, I would like to acknowledge the talents and dedication of the Sydney Sanskrit School students and staff for 
their endeavours this year.

Year 2010 has again been a very successful year with many reasons to celebrate.  At the beginning of the year, our school 
students Saumya Raman and Skanda Jagadeesh gained the first and second places in the Hindi debate competition  
organised by the Hindu Heritage Society, Sydney. In April, on the occasion of Ramanavmi, students were exposed to the  
classical epic and were in engaged in an exciting program called ‘Hanuman brought presents hidden in the Sanjeevani 
Mountains’.  In this program, the students learnt about the kingdoms of the epic era.  In May, the students presented a skit in 
Sanskrit at the Shankara Jayanthi celebrations. In August, the students presented Sanskrit rhymes and national songs  at the 
Ganesahotsava 2010 celebrations organised by Friends of India, Liverpool.

On, the academic front, our senior students were focussed on learning ‘Chanakya Neethi’ (Economics) and writing short 
stories in Sanskrit. These students were also actively engaged in learning vedic mathematics. Our junior students along with 
learning the basics of Sanskrit (reading and writing), were engaged in learning the classical literature such as ‘Subhashitam’ 
and ‘Bhagvadgita slokas’.

Highlight of this year was the celebration of important days such as Fathers Day, Mothers Day and Teachers day, which saw 
the teachers and students working together in creating messages and preparing greeting cards in Sanskrit.  

I commend the teaching staff for their continued high quality teaching approaches that student focus and interest in  
learning Sanskrit was maintained.

I am continually impressed by the enthusiasm, support and commitment of the parents and the happy, eager and  
cooperative students.

Congratulations and thank you to all school staff, students, parents and the wider community for another very successful year 
at Sydney Sanskrit School.

           Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan

dānena pāṇirna tu kaṅkaṇena snānena śuddhirna tu candanena

mānena tṛptirna tu bhojanena jñānena muktirna tu muṇḍanena || 1 ||
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ÉartIy s<Sk&it ka mUl hE< hmare ved , vedae< ka }an s<Sk&t Éa;a me iniht hE , 
s<Sk&t ka pQn paQn hme vEidk iv*a se pirict krata hE , iv*a kI pirÉa;a 
krte huye kha gya hE ik ‘sa iv*a ya ivmuKtye’  At> muiKt }an ke AxIn hE 
ijse prm pué;awR kha gya hE .
 
s<Sk&t Éa;a ka }an hme< inMn iliot %pliBxya~ idlata hE .
1- ApnI s<Sk&it twa s_yta se pricy
2- Apne ¢Nwae< twa \i; prMpra se pircy
3- ÉartIyae< kae Éa me rt haene kI kla kevl s<Sk&t Éa;a me hE ,

mE isfnI s<Sk&t paQzala ke sÉI kayR ktaRAae< ke pirïm kI ÉUrI ÉUrI àz<sa 
krte hu@ ye dae zBd ilote huye ATyNt gvR ka AnuÉv kr rha hU~ .

s<dez

Pi{ft naray[ É”
ihNdu heirqej saesa#qI, isfnI 

Acknowledgements
A special thank you to all the raffle ticket sponsors for generously extending their support to us in 
raising school funds:

We would also like to extend our gratitude to the following people for sponsoring the trophies. 
These trophies are presented to the kids for their performance in Bhagwadgita and Subhashitam 
competition

I     Prize  Guru Travels Pty Ltd.  Liverpool

II    Prize    Sydney Sanskrit School Committee members

III   Prize    Sydney Sanskrit School parents

IV   Prize   Jagdish Ram and family

V    Prize     Pradeep Narayan and family

VI   Prize Bhupender  and family

VII  Prize Bhupender and family

VIII Prize  Sundar Rajan and family

Sri. Sundar Rajan and family, Sydney

Smt  D. Annapoorni, Smt Uma & Sri Srinivasan family, Bangalore

Smt Mahalakshmi & Sri Sundaram family, Chennai
School Committee

‘sa iv*a ya ivmuKtye’

Pi{ft naray[ É”
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MESSAGE FOR SYDNEY SANSKRIT SCHOOL ANNUAL MAGAZINE 

I AM DELIGHTED TO BE ABLE TO SEND A MESSAGE FOR THE ANNUAL 

MAGAZINE OF THE SYDNEY SANSKRIT SCHOOL. 

THE WORK DONE BY THE SCHOOL IS A GRAPHIC EXAMPLE OF THE CULTURAL 

AND ETHNIC DIVERSITY OF CONTEMPORARY AUSTRALIA AND ESPECIALLY 

OF SYDNEY. IT'S A VERY CONCRETE EXAMPLE OF MULTICULTURALISM. 

OUR MULTICULTURALISM IS ONE OF OUR GREAT ASSETS. IT IS ONE OF OUR 

GREAT STRENGTHS. IT'S ONE OF THE REASONS THAT THIS IS SUCH A GOOD 

PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE. 

ORGANISATIONS SUCH AS THE SYDNEY SANSKRIT SCHOOL PLAY AN 

ADMIRABLE ROLE IN THESE ACHIEVEMENTS. 

I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH THE SCHOOL INTO THE FUTURE. 

YOURS SINCERELY 

PAUL LYNCH MP 

MEMBER FOR LIVERPOOL 

MINISTER FOR INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

MINISTER FOR COMMERCE 

MINISTER FOR ENERGY 

MINISTER FOR PUBLIC SECTOR REFORM 

MINISTER FOR ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS 

School Committee
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‘Bindu Varna Varnini’ a copwriting text 
book written by Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan  
introduces us to the Sanskrit language. It states 
that Saṁskṛtam, the dialect of The Vedas, the 
vernacular of Yoga, the dialect that formed 
the numerals and the words which elucidated 
“ZERO” to mankind is the language that holds 
the wisdom of the ancient, the insight of the 
sages, science of meditation and holistic har-
mony of Ayurveda. It is the language that illumi-
nated mankind with the concept of Vasudeiva 
Kutumbakam (The world is one family) which, 
fittingly is considered as a divine language.  

The term “Saṁskṛtam” as used now means 
“well done or rectified”. The Vedas universally 
accepted as the first scriptures of humanity 
were written in this language. 

Sydney Sanskrit School was founded in 2006 
under the auspices of School of Vedic Sciences 
(Aust) Inc  with the objectives to

 - Impart Sanskrit learning to enable students to 
converse, read and write in the language.

 - Comprehend first hand Sanskrit literature  
relating to Vedas, Yoga, Meditation, Spirituality, 
Culture and History

- Enable students appreciate the classic  
significance of the language, its role/influence 
in their own personal development, local and 
universal cultures.

“Without the knowledge of Sanskrit it is not possible to appreciate our Indian 
Culture and ideals treasured in the great epics like Ramayana, Mahabharata,  
Puranas, Darshanas and equally valuble poetic and dramatic works of Kali-
dasa, Bhasa, Magha, Bharavi”, says Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan, the Principal, 
Sydney Sanskrit School.

Since 2006, the school has been able to retain an average of 28-30 students 
each year. The students are grouped into two classes – junior and senior. 
Both the classes are engaged in speaking, reading and writing the classical  
Sanskrit.  In junior classes, the students are focused on learning the basics 
of this language. Introduction to alphabets, two letter words, numbers and 
ancient classical phonics are some of the curricular areas that is covered 
throughout the year. 

The students are involved in activities creating sight word books,  
instructional charts etc. which gives them concrete experience in learn-
ing this language. It is amazing to see the kids speaking in Sanskrit out-
side the class hours.  

Teaching of vedic literature such as Bhagvadgita and Subhashitam is 
aimed at developing appreciation of the vedic cultural heritage. 

Sydney Sanskrit School - 
The journey so far

Shankara Atreya and Skanda Jagdeesh got Minister’s award 
in 2006 for high achievement in Sanskrit

Sowmya Raman (first left) and Skanda  Jagadeesh (middle) 
participated in the Hindi debate competition organised by 
the Hindu Heritage society, and secured the first and second 
places. 

Lakshmi Satyanarayana
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The School Committee
President      Mr.Tarun Arora  

Principal         Dr. Meena Srinivasan  

Treasurer       Mrs. Meera Jagadeesh

Asst. Treasurer    Mr. P Narayan  

Secretary       Mr. Sundar Rajan  

Asst. Secretary   Mrs. Padmini Rao 

OHS        Mr. Karthikeyan

OHS        Mr. Jagadeesh

First Aid Officer  Mrs Meera Jagadeesh 

Senior students are encouraged to apply their knowledge by engaging in 
writing short stories, rhymes and skits that summarises their understanding 
of the classical literature. “Learning of the correct diction, pronunciation of 
the Sanskrit words is key to speak in Sanskrit”, says Meera Jagadeesh, class 
teacher.  Vedic mathematics, Chankya Neethi (Economics), poetry, creating 
pictorial stories and biology are the curricular areas covered for the senior 
students.

“Similar to the main stream school, heterogeneity in the class is a 
major challenge for us to deal with. Primarily, differences in the age, cultural  
background and their attitude in attending a class during  the weekend makes it very  
challenging for us to sustain their interest and focus in learning” expressed, Meera 
Jagadeesh. In spite of such challenges, the school has been able to attract the 
students to learn this classical language.

“By learning Sanskrit, I will be learning the ancient language of India. I love 
Sanskrit so much that I always write in Sanskrit on my pencil case at school. Our 
teachers, Mrs. Meena and Mrs. Meera, teaches us with lot of zest and fun. They  
always make up skits and songs for our school to perform in religious events. At  
Sanskrit school, I have made new friends - Mithila, Deepti, Prashant, Skanda, 
Sumukha, Manasviniee, Saumya, Lavanya, and so many more!” says Avneeta, Year 9 
student .

Dr Meenakshi is consistently working towards the expansion of the school 
and making preparations to introduce a structured curriculum that is aligned 
with the Montessori  method of learning. She along with Sundar Rajan, has 
created a unique copywriting script. Various other instructional materials 
such as the sight word booklets, short stories books, instructional charts, 
teacher training materials are currently work in progress. 

It is very impressive to note that within few years of its existence, the school 
has been able to achieve many milestones. It is continually growing towards 
imparting Sanskrit as a community language.

“We are very fortunate that NSW Department of Education is supporting this 
school under their Community Languages Program. Without this recognistion it 
would have been very difficult for us to progress in this long and tedious journey, 
which has only just begun and we still have a long way to go...”, indicates
 Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan.

Tabla class in session

Class of 2010 -  Junior and  Senior Students

Text books prepared by 

Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan

© 2010  School of Vedic Sciences (Aus) Inc

 “I have already created some of these materials which will be first of its kind in the field of education to teach Sanskrit. We 
are running this school with very limited funds and are looking for sponsors who can help us in publishing these materials 
and contribute in promoting this linguistic heritage as a community language”, says  Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan.

The school has also started music classes including instrumental classes for Tabla. Students are also engaged in doing 
field work in the school premises which is aimed at using the language to discuss about the environment. “We are aiming 
to impart holistic  education to the children through this community language program. Teachers are working hard to 
ensure that this program is aligned with the mainstream educational programs so that similar experiences can be  
provided to the kids” ,states Meera Jagadeesh.



Suite 202, 6-12 Atchison Street,
ST. Leonards, NSW, 2065

P:  1300 484 527
F:  02 8580 5128

M:  0413 315 857
vikas.modgil@ampfp.com.au

www.aifp.amp.com.au

DFS, ADFS (Financial Planning) AMC 
Financial Planner

Vikas Modgil

Vikas Modgil & Astute Investments & Financial Planning Pty Ltd
are Authorised Representatives of AMP Financial Planning Pty Ltd
AFS Licence No. 232706

PO Box 110, 
ST. Leonards, NSW, 2065

There's so much talk these days, it's hard to separate �nancial fact from �nancial �ction.
Our job is to cut a path through that tangle of fact and �ction and - with insight, information and 

sensible planning - o�er you �exible �nancial options that could make a real di�er-
ence to your future.

To achieve the goals you set for yourself you need to make the right �nancial choices. And that takes 
careful planning. Talk to us about how to choose now, for the �nancial security you seek tomorrow.

Together, we'll make a practical plan to help set you up for life.

We, at Astute Investments & Financial Planning Pty Ltd, are full-service accredited �nancial planners 

quali�ed to provide informed advice on investments, superannuation and insur-
ance. We also o�er �nancial planning, retirement planning and small business 
advice.

Contact us today at 
Astute investments & Financial Planning Pty Ltd on 

1300 484 527 
or 

email us at vikas.modgil@ampfp.com.au.
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Meeting Point

Dr.Fritjof Capra, the eminent physicist, remarks in his book 
“The Tao of Physics”, “that fullness which the Hindus call 
as Brahman can be the meeting point of the ultra modern 
physics as well as ultra ancient Upanishadic Philosophy”.  
Let me first explain the terms “Ultra ancient Upanishadic 
Philosophy”,”Ultra modern Physics” and “Brahman” briefly.  
Upanishads are ultra ancient because they are part of the 
Vedas, earliest of which dates back to 3000 BCE.  Vedas are 
broadly divided into four sections, Samhitas or the Mantra 
portion, Brahmanas or the ritualistic portion, Aranyakas or 
the contemplative portion and Upanishads, the  
self-knowledge, Atma Vidya, portion.  In the Upanishads, 
Jiva, the individual, Jagat, the Universe, and Brahman, the 
Supreme Being, and their relationship to each other are 
discussed.

Ultra modern physics refers to the physics that was  
developed in 20th Century and later.  For in 20th Century 
two important theories among others, were postulated, one 
the Quantum Theory and the other the Theory of  
Relativity, which revolutionized the way we look at Matter, 
Space, and Time etc.  It is these changes that have brought 
physics closer to the truths, expounded in the Upanishads, 
which remain unchanged from the Vedic era.  

Brahman is defined as  

Yato Va Imani Bhutani Jayante, Yena Jathani Jivanthe, 

Yat Prayantyabhisam Visanthi, Tat Vijignasasva tat Brahmethi     
(Taittreya Upanishad)

That from which all these beings are born, That in which  
being born they live,

That unto which in the end they enter, Know that, that is 
Brahman.  

Prajnam Brahma. (Aitareya Upanishad)                               

And that Brahman is consciousness

During nineteenth Century, the Western view of the  
Universe was considerably influenced by Christian theol-
ogy which held that the world was created in 4004 BC, on a 
Monday morning.  The Universe was also considered static 
and eternal.  The discoveries of 20th century led to the 
concept of an expanding universe born and undergoing 
expansion after a ‘Big Bang’.  This theory envisaged not only 

a beginning after a ‘Big Bang’ in the remote past, but also an 
eventual collapse in a ‘Big Crunch’ in some remote future.  
‘Big Bang’ is not an explosion in the conventional sense.  It 
was a vast sudden expansion in a staggering scale.  Time and 
Space itself was not there at the time of ‘Big Bang’.  As our 
thoughts, words and concepts all function in a frame of Time 
and Space, this point of Big Bang, if it can be so called, is 
spoken of  as “point of singularity” by Roger Penrose , English 
mathematical physicist. This is a state of infinite density and 
of infinite energy, which is beyond explanation, and Stephen 
Hawking, English theoretical physicist and cosmologist, calls 
it as “boundary conditions”.  

We have a term in Sanskrit, for a state that cannot be 
explained in words, which is ‘Anirvachaniya’, meaning that 
which cannot be spelt out in words.  And this is the term 
used by Vedic Philosophy, to describe ‘Maya’, the power 
of Brahman.   Maya is also described as Aghatana Ghatna 
Patiyasi, i.e. it can make things happen without cause.  It is 
through Maya, Brahman projects the Universe in creation.  
Bhagavat Gita describes Maya as Trigunathmika, i.e. made up 
of three gunas, Satva, Rajas, and Tamas.  When the gunas are 
in equilibrium, universe is in an unmanifest state (Avyaktha) 
in Maya.  When the equilibrium is disturbed, creation hap-
pens.

If   we compare Maya with the state of singularity, we find a 
few striking similarities.  Both are Anirvachaniya,  
unexplainable. We can guess it is there but we do not know 
what it is, and how it is. The upset of the equilibrium of three 
Gunas is something comparable to Big Bang when creation 
starts.  The state of Big Crunch is comparable to the pralaya 
of Indian Philosophy, when again all the manifested things in 
creation go back to their unmanifest state, Avyaktha.  As per 
Indian philosophy   this cycle goes through eternity in cycles 
of   shristi, and Pralaya in Kalpas.  Astrophysics has a theory 
similar to that.  Lincoln Barnett in his book “The Universe and 
Dr. Einstein” says “the universe in this picture is like a balloon 
in which cycles of expansion and contraction succeed each 
other through eternity”.  Both are not sentient. Intelligence 
evolves after creation, as per science. And Maya, being only 
the power of sentient Brahman, is also insentient.  

Beyond this Maya, that undergoes apparent transformation 
in shrishti and pralaya, is the unchanging Brahman, timeless, 
beginningless, endless, and attributeless, without  
dimension, without limitation.  Can the physical sciences go 
beyond the “boundary conditions” to reach the  
Brahman?  No, as it is at the super-conscious level the  
ancient rishis gained the insight of Brahman and the  
knowledge that Brahman, all pervading consciousness, is 
identical with the Self within, Atman.  This state of super 
consciousness which is reached in the state of Nirvikalpaka 
Samadhi is beyond the scope of investigation or validation 
through any of the scientific instruments. So the meeting 
point can only be Maya and not Brahman of Upanishadic 
Philosophy.

Samba Murthy

Source: http://bikdharma.wordpress.com/2008/03/08/vedas-and-types/
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Matturu (also spelt Mathur/Mathooru etc) is a scenic village 
on the outskirts of Shivamogga  
(Shimoga) town in Karnataka. Mattur is known for having 
Sanskrit language as their primary language. Villagers use 
Sanskrit here for their day to day conversation and not just 
during poojas. The town also is a hub for those aspiring to 
learn Vedas. 

A first-timer would love to classify Mathur, about 10 km 
from Shimoga in Karnataka, as yet another “sleepy village 
with lush green fields’. But, there is more to this village than 
stately arecanut farms, winding roads and friendly people. 
For more than 25 years now, the village has been in the 
forefront of a movement to keep spoken Sanskrit alive. And, 
you notice the difference from the minute you step into the 
village. 

“Suprabhatam!” greets M.B. Srinidhi, Karnataka South Sec-
retary, Samskruta Bharathi. He is one of those spearheading 
the spoken Sanskrit movement. And, when he breaks into 
Sanskrit with spontaneous ease, you know he is not speak-
ing just for effect “Tvam Kutra Gacchati?” (Where are you go-
ing?), he asks a fellow villager. “Aham Gramam Gachchami,” (I 
am going to the village) he replies. “Saavadhanena Gacchati,” 
(Be careful!) wishes Srinidhi before walking us around the 
village, home to over 3,000 people.

Tradition-bound 
There is a slight drizzle in the air. But that does not deter the 
many scholars in the area from heading to the temple, a jar 
of holy water in hand. En route, Srinidhi happily converses 
with a two-year-old in Sanskrit, and she lisps back one-word 
replies without a second thought.

The seed for change was sown in 1982, when the organisa-
tion got together a 10-day programme to teach the villagers 
spoken Sanskrit. And, people in this primarily agricultural 
society eagerly took part in the unique experiment. Now, 
Sanskrit has become the primary tongue for many of the 
residents. In the local Sharada Vilasa High School, Sanskrit is 
compulsory till Class VII. It is the first language from Classes 
VIII to X. So, the present generation too has learnt to speak it. 
And, it is not as if the village has not kept in touch with  
modernity. More than 150 of its young men and women are 
in IT and work outside. But, they have managed to retain 
their core values, says Srinidhi. 

The routine that has been absorbed by most minds from 
childhood may be a reason for this. Most of the villagers 
wake up at 4.30 a.m., bathe in the river, perform their daily 
puja and then tend to the fields rich with paddy and are-
canut. The evenings are devoted to reciting the Vedas and 
other prayers.

Sanathkumara, another scholar, who has done his doctorate 
in ancient Hindu law, says the values learnt at home are not 

forgotten easily. Which is why Srinidhi is sure that the  
forthcoming marriage of a girl brought up in London to 
a local boy working in Bangalore will be a success. Was it 
easier following the cause because they did not have to 
worry about bringing food to the table? “Yes. The fields 
have helped. But, what has really helped is the support our 
women give us at home,” he says.

Linguistic heritage 
This village and the neighbouring Hosahalli are mainly pop-
ulated by Sanketis, who speak Sanskrit at home. And, it is 
not just them who speak the language. The village has a fair 
share of people from other communities, and all of them are 
exposed to Sanskrit. Local teachers attribute the fluency to 
the dedication with which a “new language’ was learnt. Take 
Keerthana, Srinidhi’s daughter. She uttered her first word in 
Sanskrit when she was just two. And, though all she said was 
“maastu” (no), her father was delighted. “I like speaking in 
Sanskrit. It is part of my heritage, and I think we should not 
let it perish,” she states. Part of the reason for such devotion 
to the language may be that her father has made it a point 
to speak to her only in Sanskrit. 

And, surprisingly, the onslaught of television has not made a 
huge dent in the kids’ enthusiasm. You believe  
Ashwathanarayana Avadhani, headmaster of Samskruta 
Patshala, when he says that he and Girish T.N., the Sanskrit 
teacher, drive this movement in the school. They say kids 
pick up the language best when taught at home by their 
mothers. The second best method is teaching employing 
gestures, and the question-answer mode.

Does the present generation not question these beliefs and 
practices? “They do. But, we teach them to understand the 
faith, and not question it. You try and find out why, but don’t 
let go of something because you don’t understand it,” says 
M.B. Bhanuprakash, 52, another resident.

Scholars all: A new generation grows up speaking Sanskrit.  

Keeping Sanskrit Alive
Source::  Internet Article by SUBHA J RAO, available at  

http://www.hindu.com/mag/2008/03/02/stories/2008030250200800.htm
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“...I love to learn Sanskrit from Dr Meena aunty, her knowledge in Sanskrit is out-
standing. She has a very good sense of humor and is always smiling when teaching, 
She has answers for all my questions and is very spontaneous in responding to my 
queries”, says Skanda, Year 5 student.

“.. It is a new learning experience that is more so a challenge helping us to enhance 
our understanding of culture and ancient civilization”, expresses Saumya, Year 12 
student.

I am learning Sanskrit because....
“...it is the ancient language of India and is a big part of our religion and culture. 
Sanskrit is the king of all dialects, I want to learn Sanskrit because I will be able 
to read and write in Sanskrit. I use Sanskrit in my daily life by reading the vedic 
text such as Ramayana every Tuesday with my family and sing chalisas like the 
Durga chalisa and Hanuman chalisa”, says Avneeta Narayan, Year 9 student. 

“... as lot of languages are derived from the Sanskrit language, by learning Sanskrit, 
I will be able to learn those languages too. In the Sanskrit class, I love learning new 
slokas, writing and speaking sanskrit. Singing sanskrit slokas has developed interest 
in me to pursue music as well”, says Yash Patel, Year 7 student.

“...we can make lots of new friends. Learning to read, 
write and speak Sanskrit is fun. We love the  

activities that Meena and Meera aunty does for us to 
learn Sanskrit. We love to make the alphabet books 
and sing Sanskrit rhymes” is a common expression 

amongst the junior students - 

Manaswinee, Suchitha, Lavanya, Vinodha, Shweta,  
Shalini, Shivang, Srimanth, Srikar and Avin

“ the tounge twisting pronounciation helps me to say very diffuclt words easily. 
Also, Sanskrit is the only Ancient language which has a perfect grammar and has a 
lot of vocabulary”, says Vikram Sundar, Year 2 student.

“ ..it is an inspirational activity that has been part of my life. It is very challenging 
to learn the proper pronunciation and diction of each word. I am one of the oldest 
students of this school and have enjoyed partcipating in all the activities. I have 
received many awards for my performance and I am very proud to be part of this 
school”, says Sumukha Jagadeesh, Year 7 student.

Dheeraj, Year 5 student says, “ I learn Sanskrit beause it the mother language of India and by 
learning this language I will be able to understand the vedic literature as well as our Indian culture. 
For e.g. I have watched the Hindi Television serial Ramayana. I have always appreciated how Sri 
Ram and Rishi Kumar together chants mantras and I always wished  that it would be great and more 
enjoyable if I could understand the meaning of the slokas”.



   

           

 

                               

      
 

      

 

               
                                                                                                                 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

At MSM Technology we provide services for:

                     contact: Jag

(02) 9624 5801
              or  0422340093

10/79 Station Road, Seven Hills, 
NSW 2147

Email: jag@msmtechnology.net.au

FOR  COMPLETE EDM WIRECUT AND PRECISION TOOL MAKING SOLUTIONS
ABN: 94 05 0249298

For all wirecut and toolmaking enquiries and obligation free quote

Press tool making

General Engineering

Gears

Punches and dies replacement

CNC Machining

Piercing punches and pilots

Hardness Testing

Oil cut for high precision and Pika �nish

Precision wire cutting
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i³keq! ³Ifa  
Ah< i³keq! ³Ifaim      

kNduk<i]p-----  

d{fen maryaim           

ztk< saxyaim.     

]eÇr][< kraeim               

kNduk< pZyaim,      

zIØ< xaivTva g&Ÿaim                    

                 jy< "ae;yaim       
ivjy< "ae;yaim. 

SkNda jgdIz  
sumuo jgdIz  

 
 
 

smye AaE;x< Aav:ykm!
@k> zunk> AiSt, zunkSy bhu dNtvedna, zunk> vE*Sy smIp< gTva AaE;x< SvIk&Ty sNtae;e[ AagCDit, AaE;x< 
pITva zunkSy dNtvedna gCDit,
          mniSvnI kaitRkeyn (Age - 5 Years)

Commentary:

Treat at the right time. 

There was a dog. Dog had tooth ache. Dog went to see a Doctor. Doctor gave medicine. Dog took Madi-
son. Pain vanished  and the dog cam home happily.

© 2010  School of Vedic Sciences (Aus) Inc
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       pirvar> 

Ah< @v pavRtI               

@;> izv>                       

Ay< mm puÇ>                         

Ay< Aip puÇ> ----- kaitRkey>        

Ay< mm puÇ> ------ g[naw>, ivnayk>.  

Aaou mm vahnm!            

tSy myUrm!,                               

mat&yan< V(aºm!                                 

ipt&yan<\;Ém!.              
SkNda jgdIz- mniSvnI kaitRkeyn! 
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}an 
}an mera prm devta
}an mera sCca xn

}an ke ibna àIt nhI
}an ke ibna àgit nhI ,

lUqajata hE sbkuc
nhI lUqajata Aae }an
}an @k @Esa xn hE

nhI ijspr iksI ka bNxn,

#sIil@ khtI hU~
}an mera prm devta
}an mera sCca xn,

leioka - rTna pqel

The Clever Sculptor
 

There was a sculptor who carved idols of Gods and Goddess. The Idols were carried for selling on the 
donkey. On the way  people saluted before the Idol. The donkey thought that they were saluting him 
so he started braying very loudly which made everybody to close their ears. The donkey stopped half 
way through. 

The sculptor got annoyed and hit the donkey with a stick .Then the donkey realized his mistake and 
began to to walk humbly there after.

          Vikram (Age - 8 Years)



BOLLYWOOD FIJI 
 
ISLAND MART

SALE SALE SALE!
Every item on SALE
ISLAND FOODS: 
FROZEN CASAVA
FROZEN TARO, AND MANY MORE...
INDIAN ITEMS:
GROCERIES
TEMPLES
POOJA ITEMS 
VARIETY OF RICES & FLOUR, AND
MUCH MORE...

Address: 25 Scott St, Liverpool, Sydney 
Phone    : (02) 9602-6605

 

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!! 

Open Monday To Saturday:
9 am to 7 pm
Sunday:
10 am to 7 pm



WIRE  EDM  PTY  LTD
Precision Wire Cutting Services
Punch Dies
Mould Parts
Electrodes
General Engineering

Jigs & Fixtures
Press Tools
Extrusion Dies
EDM Hole Drill

With best compliments from

Contact:

Vinayak Kallappa
Ph: (02) 9838 7336
      0402 388 408

  wireedm@bigpond.net.au

PROFICIENT
Accounting & 

Taxation Services

 

 

Display of Quality Indian Religious and Musical Products 

 

  

 

  

 

 Complete range of geeta press 
Gorakpur religious books 
available 
On order. Huge selections in 
stock. 
 
Sidh punchmukhi hanuman 
kavach 
Sidh durga mata kavach 
Sidh saraswati vidhya kavach 
Sidh nazar suracha kavach 
Sidh yantras for all-purpose  

Latest Hindi audio tapes 
Latest Hindi DVD’s 
Latest Hindi CD’s 
Table, harmonium, jhaanj etc 
Extensive range of latest 
Indian musical instruments 
Retail and wholesale facilities 

Religious texts         Pooja mandirs           Moortis and 
pictures                  

Large printed 
fabric backdrops 
and glossy 
posters 

Essentials – 
diyas, candles 
tapes etc 

Cards and gifts 
etc 
 

Indian coffee 
tables, electronic 
tabla players, 

Tabla tutuion 
books 
 

Dholak & tabla 
repairs kits 
 

Blank Indian 
wedding cards 

Shiv a lingams  
ready made 
 

Religious pre 
recorded tapes 
 

 
Belar street off Queen street, St 

Marys NSW 
Phone/fax: 9673 2020 
Mobile: 0411084149 

 

With Best Compliments 
from

Pyramid 
Videos and Spices



Shradhanjali – 2
After a very successful production of Shradhanjali 1, 
Hindu Heritage Society will be producing a dual CD for 
Panchdev Pujan Vidhi,“ Daily Prayer for Everyone”

Rendered by:
Pt Narayan Bhatt ji 
and other singers. 

Music & Recording by:
Inder Nair and Arunesh Nair 

Sponsored by:
Ashim Shekhar Ji 

In memory of his beloved wife, Late Vinita Shekhar. 

The purpose of  “Panchdev Puja Vidhi”, is to 

enable everyone to carry out their daily puja.  

We are aiming to publish its English version soon and a dual CD will be recorded 

as soon as possible. 

You may reserve your copy by contacting one of the members. 

Very useful for daily prayer and gift for your loved ones. 
You will receive a book and dual CD pack for only $20.00.  

All proceeds will go towards Hindu Heritage Society. 

For more information please contact  
www.hinduheritage.org.au 

Pdt. Narayan Bhatt,(Shastri) 

President, Hindu Heritage Society Inc. 
Purohit, Kirtan & Kathakar,  

Registered Marriage Celebrant,  
Phone: +61 (0) 2 9600 7815.   Mobile: + 61 (0) 430 338 770. 

e-mail (1): punditji01@yahoo.com.au 

     (2) hhsyd@yahoo.com.au

Pdt.Jagdish Maharaj(J.P.)NSW
Authorised Marriage Celebrant,

Secretary, Hindu Heritage Society, 
Phone: + 61 (0) 2 9896 5156. Mobile: +61 (0) 412 931 965. 

e-mail:- pdtjagdishmaharaj@hotmail.com



Serving the Community Since 1992

We specialise in providing Accounting & Tax Services 
to medical professionals:

We are pro-active partners in  the growth of 
our clients’ business. You can contact us on

02 9796 4500.

Rajeev Dixit CPA
email: rajeev@dbsaccountants.com.au

Proudly supporting your growth and success

GPs   DENTISTS   SPECIALISTS
OPTOMETRISTS   CHEMISTS

ABN 36 135 542 460

Suite 1, 19 Restwell Street
BANKSTOWN NSW 2200

http://www.dbsaccountants.com.au
For more information, visit us at



Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan
Dr Meenakshi Srinivasan, PhD (Sanskrit),  from an early age has been involved in studying and teaching 
Vedanta, the Upanishads, the Bhagavad-Gita,  Indian philosophy, has taught Sanskrit and Hindi in a number 
of organizations. She is indebted to Samaskrita Bharati, Bangalore and Sura Saraswathi Sabha, Sringeri 
for her knowledge  of Sanskrit. She was co-ordinator and tutor for Samskrita Bharati Distance Education         
programme and public relations officer for Sambhaṣana Sandesaha Monthly Sanskrit Magazine.

Dr Meenakshi also 

 
She can be contacted on drmeenak@yahoo.com.au 

Is the founder Principal of Sydney Sanskrit School,
Teaches Hindi at the Department of Indian Sub-Continental Studies at University of Sydney,
Conducts Vishnu Sahasranamam classes weekly,
Conducts spoken Sanskrit classes,
Is a guest speaker for National Art Gallery
Conducts Sanskrit Teacher Training programs and workshops,
Choreographs Sanskrit dance and drama.
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Sydney Sanskrit School
School of Vedic Sciences (Aust) Inc.

ABN 49 567 817 265

The school operates on all Sundays, except 
school and public holidays. Weekly classes 
are held at :

 

For all enquires, contact
Dr. Meena Srinivasan   :  0423457343
Mrs. Meera Jagadeesh :  0402960564

or email us at info.sydneysanskritschool@gmail.com

Established in 2006, Sydney Sanskrit School is the �rst community language Sanskrit School  in the 
Southern Hemisphere. 

Visit us at

www.sanskritschool.org

Sydney Sanskrit School is under the auspices of the School of Vedic Sciences (Aust) Inc.

This school is supported by the NSW Department of Education under the NSW Community Languages 
Program. 
The main objectives of the school are to:

- Enable students to converse, read and write in Sanskrit language
- Comprehend Sanskrit literature relating to Vedas, Yoga, Meditation, Spirituality, Culture & History
- Enable students appreciate the classical signi�cance of the language, its role and in�uence in their own personal development, local and universal cultures.

Kids Sanskrit Classes      
Adult Sanskrit Classes   
Tabla Classes 
Music Classes  Dance class starting

soon...  

Contact us for more info on:

Marsden Road Public school
Marsden Road
Liverpool, NSW 2170


